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INTEREST OF AMICI CURIAE1
Since this Court issued its decision in Vieth v.
Jubelirer, the States of California and Florida, which
together account for more than one sixth of the
population of the United States, have amended their
state
constitutions
to
prohibit
partisan
gerrymandering. California granted authority to an
independent commission to draw district boundaries
while Florida entrusted its Legislature with that
task. The citizens of both States enacted a
constitutional rule that districts may not be drawn
for the purpose of favoring or disfavoring political
parties. A fundamental premise underlying this rule
is that neutral decision-makers are able to apply it,
in the case of line drawers, or enforce it, in the case of
courts, in a non-partisan manner.
The mission of California’s Citizens Redistricting
Commission and FairDistricts Now, Inc. is to ensure
that electoral districts are drawn in a non-partisan
manner in California and Florida, respectively. Amici
curiae have a strong interest in the outcome of this
case because public confidence in their work depends
on the proposition that rules requiring non-partisan
redistricting can be respected and applied. If this
Court were to conclude that no neutral principles for
Pursuant to Rule 37.6, amici curiae state that no
counsel for a party authored this brief in whole or in
part and that no person other than amici and their
counsel made a monetary contribution to its
preparation or submission. The parties’ letters
consenting to the filing of amicus curiae briefs have
been filed with the Clerk’s office.
1

2
drawing electoral boundaries exist—that the
redistricting process raises little besides “political
questions”—that conclusion might undercut amici
curiae’s institutional mission. Accordingly, while
amici curiae take no position on the ultimate outcome
of this case, they urge the Court to conclude that
neutral arbiters, including commissions and courts,
can implement redistricting standards in a nonpartisan manner, thereby protecting voters’
constitutional rights.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
Neutral, non-partisan principles for drawing
electoral boundaries exist. They can be found in the
constitutions of the States of California and Florida,
which expressly prohibit line-drawing for the purpose
of favoring or discriminating against an incumbent or
political party. Instead, in these States, map drawers
must follow traditional redistricting principles such
as contiguity, compactness, and respect for existing
political boundaries. In the experience of amici
curiae, when those who prepare an apportionment
plan seek to avoid partisan considerations, they can
produce a plan that is free from invidious
discrimination based on voters’ political views and
associations.
The decisions of California and Florida voters to
amend their state constitutions to prohibit partisan
gerrymandering strongly suggest that these voters
concluded that, absent legal constraints, redistricting
to favor or disfavor political parties poses a serious
risk of burdening voters’ rights. Amici curiae do not,
however, propose a standard for determining
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whether a State’s redistricting plan imposes an
unconstitutional burden. Their limited aim is to
assist the Court by providing assurance that neutral
decision-makers proceeding in good faith can apply
redistricting principles in a non-partisan manner.
Thus, while a federal court should intervene in
the States’ redistricting processes only as a last
resort, if it finds that a State’s redistricting plan
violates voters’ constitutional rights, it may provide
redress appropriate to that injury: a plan drawn
without discriminatory partisan intent, using
traditional redistricting principles.
ARGUMENT
I.

Amici Curiae’s Experiences Show That
Neutral Decision-Makers Can Implement
Non-Partisan Standards for Drawing
Electoral Districts

The constitutions of California and Florida
prohibit the drawing of electoral maps with an intent
to favor or disfavor a political party. These rules
matter. Amici curiae’s experiences demonstrate that
while applying mandatory redistricting criteria in a
non-partisan manner is not a simple task, neutral
decision-makers can create apportionment plans in
accordance with applicable law and without
discriminating against voters based on their political
views or associations.
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A.

California
a’s Citize
ens Rediistricting
Commissiion

In 2008 and 2010, Californiia voters exercised
the
eir legislative initiatiive authoriity to apprrove ballot
pro
opositions 11 and 20, respectiv
vely, which
h amended
the
eir state constitution
c
n and stattutes. As amended,
Ca
alifornia’s constitutio
c
n establish
hes an ind
dependent
com
mmission—
—the Citize
ens Redisttricting Coommission
(“C
CRC”)—to draw sta
ate legisla
ative distrricts and
con
ngressionall districts. See Van
ndermost vv. Bowen,
269
9 P.3d 446, 455 (Cal. 2012).
California
a’s constitu
ution prov
vides that the CRC
sha
all have fourteen members, composed
d of five
me
embers off the Sta
ate’s largeest politiccal party
(De
emocratic), five me
embers off the nex
xt largest
pollitical partty (Republiican), and four mem
mbers from
neiither of these
t
parrties. Cal. Const. a
art. XXI,
§ 2(c)(2).
2
To approve a district m
map, at leeast three
me
embers from
m each of the three groups (i.ee., the two
larrgest polittical partiies in Ca
alifornia b
based on
reg
gistration and
a
three votes from
m memberss who are
nott registere
ed with either
e
of these twoo political
parrties) mustt vote in favor of it. S
See id. § 2(cc)(5).
California
a law imp
poses numeerous requ
uirements
dessigned to
o preventt politica
al partisa
ans from
“ha
acking” or infiltratin
ng the Com
mmission. C
California
citiizens may apply to serve
s
as coommissioneers. To be
elig
gible, the applicant
a
must
m
have voted in ttwo out of
the
e last thre
ee statewiide electioons and m
must have
bee
en registerred to votte as a m ember of the same
pollitical party, or unafffiliated witth any partty, for the
lasst five yea
ars. Cal. Const.
C
artt. XXI, § 2
2(c)(3). In
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add
dition, an applicant is disquallified if, d
during the
ten
n years prior
p
to applying,
a
he or sh
he or an
immediate fa
amily mem
mber was eelected or appointed
to or a candiidate for state office; or an em
mployee or
con
nsultant to
t
a pollitical parrty, camp
paign, or
leg
gislative body;
b
or a registerred lobbyiist; or a
con
ntributor of
o $2,000 or more to a cong
gressional,
sta
ate, or locall campaign
n. Cal. Gov
v’t Code § 8
8252(a)(2).
Th
hese require
ements guard againsst partisan
n attempts
to conceal
c
parrty affiliatiion.
An applicant revie
ew panel consisting
g of one
De
emocrat, one Repub
blican, and
d one non
n-partisan
me
ember scree
ens applica
ants to red
duce the poool to sixty
ind
dividuals. Certain designated
d
legislativ
ve leaders
ma
ay thereaftter strike, collectively
c
y, up to 24 members
of the
t pool. Three
T
Demo
ocrats, thr ee Republiicans, and
two
o from neiither party
y are then
n chosen b
by lottery,
and these eig
ght select the
t remain
ning six too form the
fulll fourteen--member CRC.
C
Cal. G
Gov’t Code § 8252.
1.

California’s Standarrds for
Dra
awing Ele ctoral Disstricts

The state
ed purposse of the ballot prroposition
cre
eating the CRC wass to “draw
w districts based on
strrict, nonpa
artisan ru
ules design
ned to en
nsure fair
rep
presentatio
on.” Prop. 11, as a
approved b
by voters,
Ge
eneral
Election
E
(Nov.
4,
2008),
§ 2(d),
htttps://goo.gl//b6TiJW. As Califoornia’s constitution
decclares, the
e CRC is designed to be “ind
dependent
fro
om legislattive influen
nce ….” Cal. Const. art. XXI,
§ 2(c)(1);
2
see id. § 2(c)(2
2); Cal. Goov’t Code §§§ 8251 et
seq
q.; Vanderm
most, 269 P.3d
P
at 455
5-56.
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California
a’s constitu
ution proviides that ““[d]istricts
sha
all not be drawn fo
or the purrpose of fa
avoring or
disscriminatin
ng againsst an in
ncumbent, political
can
ndidate, orr political party.” Ca
al. Const. art. XXI,
§ 2(e).
2
On th
he flip side
e of the sa
ame coin, p
producing
com
mpetitive elections
e
or partisan
n symmetry
y is not a
perrmissible CRC
C
goal. Instead, th
he CRC m
must apply
non
n-partisan criteria in drawing
g electoral districts,
inccluding co
ompliance with th
he United
d States
Constitution and Votting Rightts Act, g
geographic
con
ntiguity an
nd compacttness, and respect foor existing
mu
unicipal an
nd county
y boundariies. See iid. § 2(d);
Va
andermost, 269 P.3d
d at 457-5
58. The C
CRC must
con
nsider the
e geograp
phic integ
grity of a
any local
“co
ommunity of inte
erest,” ex
xcept th
hat such
com
mmunities shall not include an
ny relation
nship with
pollitical parrties, incumbents, oor candida
ates. Cal.
Const. art. XX
XI, § 2(d)(4
4).
The CRC’’s redistriccting proceess is open
n to public
rev
view and comment.
c
Cal.
C
Const.. art. XXI, § 2(b)(1).
Th
he CRC en
ngages in outreach sseeking too increase
pub
blic particcipation in
n the proocess. With
h limited
excceptions, CRC
C
record
ds are publlic and ava
ailable for
insspection, and all pro
oposed map
ps must bee publicly
dissplayed an
nd availablle for pub
blic commeent before
fin
nal adoptiion by th
he CRC. Cal. Goov’t Code
§ 8253(a)(7);
8
see also Vandermos
V
st, 269 P.3
3d at 484
(de
escribing the
t
process as “open
n, transpa
arent and
non
npartisan”).
2.

California’s E
Experienc
ce

ess to select the fourtteen memb
bers of the
The proce
CR
RC took two years to compllete. The applicant
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review panel initially received 36,000 applications. It
required potential candidates to submit a
supplemental application that included essay
questions, reference letters, and financial disclosure
statements. It received and reviewed more than
4,000 supplemental applications, which it narrowed
down to 120 candidates who were invited to
interviews with the panel and legal counsel. After
interviews, the panel reduced the pool to 60
candidates and the Legislature exercised its right to
strike 24 of them. Eight were selected by lottery and
those eight chose the remaining six. This lengthy
selection process produced a commission that reflects
California’s diversity and is well-qualified to handle
its assigned constitutional role.
The two-year selection process was, of course, only
the beginning. The CRC held 34 public hearings in 32
cities throughout California, during which more than
2,700 speakers provided comments. More than
20,000 individuals and groups submitted written
comments or proposed maps. The CRC and its
committees conducted more than 70 meetings that
were open to the public, live-streamed over the
Internet, recorded, and transcribed. Although the
CRC gathered and processed more information and
public input than expected, it published its final
maps on schedule, approving the state maps by a
vote of 13-1 and the congressional map by a vote of
12-2.
The CRC’s final Senate and congressional maps
were the subject of legal challenges in the California
Supreme Court and federal district court. The courts
rejected these challenges to the CRC’s maps. See
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Vandermost, 269 P.3d at 484; Radanovich v. Bowen,
No. 11-cv-09786 (C.D. Cal. Feb. 9, 2012) (ECF No.
15).
Scholars who have studied the CRC’s maps have
concluded that the CRC succeeded in adhering to
constitutionally-mandated redistricting standards.
Vladimir Kogan & Eric McGhee, Redistricting
California: An Evaluation of the Citizens Commission
Final Plans, 4 Cal. J. Politics & Policy 1 (2012); see
also Barry Edwards et al., Institutional Control of
Redistricting and the Geography of Representation,
79 J. Politics 722, 724-25 (2017). Kogan and McGhee
found that the CRC drew compact districts, respected
municipal and county boundaries, and succeeded in
“nesting” Assembly districts within Senate districts—
all while complying with the Voting Rights Act. See 4
Cal. J. Politics & Policy at 5-16. A contemporaneous
opinion poll found that of those members of the
public who were aware of the CRC’s work, those who
approved of it outweighed those who did not by a
margin of nearly two to one. Raphael J. Sonenshein,
When the People Draw the Lines, at 71 (League of
Women Voters of Cal. 2012), https://goo.gl/ER4RiX.
Although increasing the competitiveness of
electoral districts was not a permissible CRC goal, it
may not be surprising that increased competition can
be a byproduct of following rules that require the
line-drawing entity to disregard incumbency and
partisan advantage. And observers have found that
California districts became more competitive under
the CRC’s non-partisan plans, i.e., the CRC’s districts
included more open seats and closer races as
compared with prior election years. See Eric McGhee
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& Daniel
D
Krimm, Califo
ornia’s New
w Electorall Reforms:
Th
he Fall Elecction (Nov.. 2012), htttps://goo.gll/Whm3iS.
Th
hese obserrvations are
a
congru
uent with
h studies
sho
owing a statistica
ally signifficant rellationship
bettween commission redistricting
g and one m
measure of
parrtisan sym
mmetry—th
he efficienccy gap. Seee Nicholas
O. Stephanop
poulos, Arrizona and
d Anti-Refoorm, 2015
Un
niversity of
o Chicago
o Legal Foorum 477, 496-500
(20
015).
In sum, although th
he CRC doees not claim
m to have
pro
oduced district ma
aps that are immu
une from
critique, it has discharged its constitutiional and
sta
atutory dutties to draw
w districtss in accord
dance with
the
e specified criteria an
nd withoutt a purposse to favor
or disfavor any poliitical parrty, incum
mbent, or
can
ndidate.
B.

FairDistr
ricts Now,, Inc.

In 2010, Florida
F
voters approoved Amen
ndments 5
and 6, know
wn as the “Fair Disttricts” ameendments,
wh
hich are cod
dified as se
ections 20 and 21 of article III
of the Florida constituttion. Leagu
men Voters
ue of Wom
of Fla. v. Fla
a. House of
o Represen
ntatives, 132 So. 3d
135
5, 139 & n.1 (Fla
a. 2013). The Fair Districts
am
mendments did not transfer authority to draw
disstricts from
m the Legislature to an ind
dependent
com
mmission. Instead,, Florida
a voters enacted
gislature to follow.
red
districting rules for their Leg
Am
micus FairrDistricts Now, Inc. was form
med as a
501(c)(3) org
ganization to monitoor the red
districting
ocess, educcate the public about redistrictin
ng, and, if
pro
neccessary, defend
d
and
d enforce the Fair Districts
am
mendments in court.
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1.

Flor
rida’s
Standard
ds
for
Dra
awing Ele ctoral Disstricts

Florida’s
constitu
ution
proovides
tthat,
in
esttablishing congressio
onal and legislative district
bou
undaries, “[n]o
“
apporrtionment p
plan or disstrict shall
be drawn with
w
the in
ntent to ffavor or d
disfavor a
pollitical party or an inccumbent[.]”” Fla. Consst. art. III,
§§ 20(a), 21(a
a). This prrovision dooes not reequire the
Leg
gislature to
t create a “fair pllan” or coompetitive
disstricts; rath
her, it req
quires a “n
neutral” plan drawn
witthout the
e constitu
utionally-p
prohibited partisan
inttent. In ree Senate Joint
J
Resollution of L
Legislative
App
pportionmen
nt 1176, 83 So. 3d 5
597, 643 (F
Fla. 2012).
Un
nder the Florida constitutioon, ‘‘therre is no
accceptable le
evel of imp
proper inteent.’’ Id. att 617; see
alsso League of Women Voters of Fla., 132 So. 3d at
138
8.
The Florid
da Legisla
ature must apply non
n-partisan
criteria in drawing electoral districts, including
com
mpliance with fed
deral law
w, contigu
uity and
com
mpactness,, and resp
pect for ex
xisting poliitical and
geo
ographic bo
oundaries. Fla. Consst. art. III, §§ 20, 21.
Mo
oreover, diistricts ca
annot be drawn to deny or
abrridge “the equal opportunity off racial or language
minorities to participate in the poolitical proccess.” Id.
2.

rida’s Exp
perience
Flor

In 2012, after the Eleventh Circuit rrejected a
hallenge to
o one of the Fair Districts
litiigation ch
am
mendments (Brown v. Secretaryy of State, 668 F.3d
127
71 (11th Cir. 2012
2)), the L
Legislaturee adopted
leg
gislative an
nd congresssional disstricts. As Florida’s
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constitution required, the Florida Supreme Court
reviewed the Legislature’s districts for the State
House of Representatives and Senate. Fla. Const. art.
III, § 16. The Court approved the House plan. It
rejected the Senate plan as unconstitutional and
directed the Legislature to re-draw it. In re Senate
Joint Resolution of Legislative Apportionment 1176,
83 So. 3d at 684-85.
The League of Women Voters of Florida and other
plaintiffs filed separate actions asserting that the
Legislature drew its congressional and Senate
districts with improper intent to disfavor a political
party, thereby discriminating against voters who
associate with that party based on their political
views. The congressional-districts action proceeded to
trial, after which the trial court found that certain
members of the Legislature had secretly collaborated
with partisan consultants to draw maps with an
intent to favor one political party and disfavor
another. See League of Women Voters of Fla. v.
Detzner, 172 So. 3d 363, 376-77 (Fla. 2015).
The trial court found that, in cooperation and
collaboration with the Legislature, partisan
consultants arranged for intermediaries to submit, as
their own, maps through the public-participation
process that the consultants had drawn. The trial
court found that this undisclosed arrangement—
consultants using shills to submit highly partisan
maps in collusion with the Legislature—“made a
mockery of the Legislature’s proclaimed transparent
and open process redistricting ….” Id. at 377 (italics
omitted). The Florida Supreme Court affirmed and
remanded for the re-drawing of a remedial map.
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After the remand, the Legislature failed to agree
on and enact a remedial plan for congressional
districts and the trial court directed the parties to
submit proposed plans to carry out the voters’ intent
in approving the Fair Districts amendments. The
House, Senate, and plaintiffs each submitted
competing plans. Following hearings on the remedial
plans, the trial court recommended that the Florida
Supreme Court approve the plaintiffs’ proposed plan
and the Court adopted that recommendation, ruling
that the plan would be used for the 2016 elections
and congressional elections thereafter until the next
decennial redistricting. League of Women Voters of
Fla. v. Detzner, 179 So. 3d 258, 297-98 (Fla. 2015).
Around the same time, in 2015, the parties to
the Senate-district litigation entered into a
stipulation and consent judgment. The Senate
conceded in the stipulation that the apportionment
plan adopted to establish Senate districts violated
Florida’s prohibition against drawing districts with
intent to favor or disfavor a political party. In
accordance with the consent judgment, the
Legislature convened a special session to re-draw the
Senate districts. Once again, however, the
Legislature could not agree on and enact a remedial
plan—this time for the Senate districts. In the
absence of legislatively-enacted plans, the trial court
considered plans submitted by the parties. It selected
plaintiffs’ proposed plan as the one that best
complied with Florida’s constitutional redistricting
standards. The Senate did not appeal that ruling.
The final Senate and congressional districts are
compact, contiguous, and follow recognizable
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boundary lines. For example, whereas the
congressional map from 2002 split 110 cities and 30
counties into more than one district, the remedial
map splits only 13 cities and 18 counties into more
than one district. The enacted 2012 map, which the
Florida Supreme Court invalidated, would have split
more cities and counties into more than one district
than does the remedial map. In addition, typical
measures of district compactness (Reock, ConvexHull, Polsby-Popper) indicate that the remedial
map’s districts are more compact, on average, than
the districts from the invalidated 2012 plan.
In 2016, Florida held its first elections using these
final districts. More candidates ran for election to
Congress and the Senate than ever before. And
congressional and legislative elections were more
competitive in 2016, as compared with prior election
years. For instance, Florida rarely saw serious
competition in congressional races before 2016. But
that year saw five close congressional races, each of
which resulted in a change of party for the district—
three districts previously held by Republicans were
won by Democrats and two previously held by
Democrats went to Republicans. While the districts
were not drawn to create partisan symmetry or
competition, it is not surprising to find that districts
drawn without intent to favor incumbents or political
parties have become more competitive.
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II.

Upon a Finding That a Redistricting Plan
Violates Voters’ Rights Through Partisan
Gerrymandering, Neutral Redistricting
Standards Are a Permissible Remedy

The Constitution does not require proportional
representation. League of United Latin American
Citizens v. Perry, 548 U.S. 399, 419 (2006). But it
does prohibit redistricting plans that infringe voters’
opportunity for equal participation in elections based
on their membership in a political party. Davis v.
Bandemer, 478 U.S. 109, 123-25 (1986); see also Vieth
v. Jubelirer, 541 U.S. 267, 314-16 (2004) (Kennedy,
J., concurring). And no member of this Court has
suggested that a State has a compelling interest in—
or even a rational basis for—drawing districts for the
purpose of entrenching one political party’s hold on
power. The question, then, is whether a State has
indeed burdened voters’ constitutional rights and, if
so, whether courts can provide a remedy without
becoming unduly entangled in political questions. As
noted, amici curiae address the second of these
questions.
Amici curiae can well understand why courts
would and should be reticent to undertake the
“unwelcome obligation” to devise and impose
redistricting plans. League of United Latin American
Citizens, 548 U.S. at 415 (quotation marks omitted).
To say that neutral decision-makers can apply
manageable non-partisan standards is not to say that
partisans will not try to influence proceedings.
Moreover, courts and commissions can offer no
assurance that their application of non-partisan
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redistricting standards will not lead to a redistricting
plan that benefits one political party over another.
Vieth, 541 U.S. at 308-09 (Kennedy, J., concurring).
In fact, redistricting unavoidably has political
consequences.
None of this is a reason to conclude that federal
courts cannot provide a remedy, as a last resort,
when a state legislature acts with the intent and
effect of burdening voters’ representational rights
because of their political-party affiliation. There is a
world of difference between drawing districts with an
intent to crush one’s political opponents and drawing
districts with an intent to avoid political
considerations. Much depends on whether the
political consequences that flow from a redistricting
plan are “intended or not.” Ibid.; see also Jowei Chen
& Jonathan Rodden, Cutting Through the Thicket:
Redistricting Simulations and the Detection of
Partisan Gerrymanders, 14 Election L.J. 331, 332
(2015) (making a “crucial distinction between
intentional and unintentional asymmetries in the
transformation of votes to seats”). Drawing districts
with an intent to subject one party’s voters to
unequal representation is incompatible with
democratic principles, decreases public confidence in
government, and is likely to burden representational
rights, no matter how courts measure that burden.
The converse is true for drawing districts with an
intent to avoid favoring or disfavoring political
parties.
Thus, after a court concludes that a redistricting
plan violates voters’ rights, it need not identify an
alternative remedial plan that is substantively “fair”
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to all political parties or one that produces partisan
symmetry. Rather, amici curiae respectfully submit,
it should ensure that districts are drawn without
taking political party, incumbency, or candidacy into
account. In amici curiae’s experience, while
application of non-partisan redistricting standards
cannot fully eliminate any and all possibility of
partisan influence, neutral decision-makers can
ensure that they do not act with an intent to burden
voters’ representational rights because of their
political party. Rather than engage in a balancing of
political interests, this approach endeavors to avoid
political questions at the remedial stage altogether.
CONCLUSION
The experiences of amici curiae demonstrate that
neutral redistricting is possible and this Court should
refrain from ruling that no neutral redistricting
principles exist or that redistricting is inevitably
tainted by partisanship.
Courts can provide appropriate redress for
injuries caused by a cognizable partisan gerrymander
through rules which disallow the drawing of districts
for the purpose of favoring or disfavoring political
parties.
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